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Seth Godin blogs about marketing. Gary Vaynerchuk
blogs about wine. Andrew Sullivan blogs about politics.
Heather Armstrong (Dooce) blogs about parenting.

Different topics, different audiences, different styles,
and different objectives, no doubt. Yet all of these
bloggers are extremely successful and have become
well-known leaders in the blogosphere. How is it
possible that people on such drastically different
paths can all reach the same level of notoriety?

This is the good news about blogging: there are
many different paths to success. You don’t have
to be in a particular industry or have a particular
background to do well as a blogger. What you do
need is passion, dedication, and an understanding
of what separates the good blogs from the greatest.

Those “greatest” blogs help open up opportunities
for the savvy and motivated people who write them.
According to blog-tracking site Technorati’s most

recent State of the Blogsophere report, one in four
bloggers have been invited to participate in an event
as a result of their blog, one in five have contributed
to a print publication as a result of their blog, and
almost as many have found themselves on TV
and/or radio.

Let this ebook guide you through the best practices
for creating a business blog and you, too, can
emerge from the hundreds of thousands of blogs as
a respected, stand-out leader in your own niche.

The Importance of Being Unique
Roughly 175,000 blogs spring up every day. If you’re
going to separate yourself from the pack, it is crucial
that your blog be unique.

Unique content. The first step in this quest is to
read the other blogs in your industry to see what’s
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already being done. As you’re researching, ask
yourself, “What do I want to say? What angles
do these blogs tend to overlook?” For example,
there seem to be endless cooking blogs out
there, filled with recipes, step-by-step instruc-
tions, and mouthwatering images of different
foods. Rather than writing another blog about
cooking, a writer named Julie Powell decided to
cook her way through Julia Child’s cookbook and
document the experience in a blog—something
no one else had done. Her blog became world
famous and became the basis for a major motion
picture, “Julie and Julia”. It started with an idea
and a unique angle. What’s yours?

Unique experiences. Right from the start, any
blog you write will be unique in some sense
simply because it will be written from your unique
perspective. Use your experiences to spark
content ideas and blog posts. For example, if you

run into trouble with your laptop, write about the
key things a consumer should ask before making
a laptop purchase.

Unique expertise. Like experiences, draw upon
your unique expertise to help create a blog.
Perhaps your dual background in law and music
qualifies you to write a blog for bands focusing
on the often-overlooked legal aspects of the en-
tertainment industry.

Unique voice. Part of making your blog stand out
(and outstanding!) is to write in a voice/tone that
is uniquely “you.” The trick here, since you’ll be
writing a business blog, is to make sure that your
voice aligns well with your company’s brand
voice. In the world of corporate blogging, it’s
about finding the perfect blend of the personal
and professional.
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During this planning phase, as you’re trying to create
as unique a blog as possible, ask yourself these
questions:

� Why do I want to blog? For some, blogs are
about self-promotion. For others, blogs are
about education. Determine what you’d like
your business blog to accomplish—and don’t
be afraid to name more than one aspect.

� What are my short-, mid- and long-term goals?
Perhaps you want to gain 1,000 comments by
next quarter. Maybe you want to be ranked
among the top 25 blogs in your industry within
three years. Whatever your goals, make sure
they are specific, measurable, and deadline-
oriented.

� Who is my target audience? This answer will
help focus your blog posts based on your audi-
ence’s needs, concerns, desires, and motiva-
tions. Everything you write should be done with
them in mind.

� What do I want to blog about? Consider the
types of things that your target audience wants
to read about and to learn. You may blog about
industry news and trends, your experiences and
expertise, or a combination of these things.

Based on your self-evaluation and research, come up
with a two- to three-sentence vision/mission state-
ment for your blog. This will help give you direction
and keep your blog focused, which is a very impor-
tant element for business blogs.
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Create Killer Content
To help you come up with unique, quality content,
set up keyword alerts for your industry so you can
keep on top of trends, news, events, and other
timely content upon which you can build. You can
use Google Alerts to be alerted to news,posts, and
updates that feature these keywords. Of course,
successful bloggers stay out of what is known as
“the echo chamber.” Simply regurgitating or echoing
a news story you just read doesn’t offer much value
to your blog readers; instead, focus on content, not
commentary. If, for example, you write a blog about
child care and you come across a news story about
gross negligence at a shady daycare center, write
about your own expert tips to help parents choose
a reputable daycare.

Timely, relevant stories are a must for bloggers
whose goal is to build a reputation as an industry

expert. If your goal is to be a community resource,
stay especially active in the social media community,
and use those conversations as inspiration for
relevant blog posts.

Regardless of your goal, it is advisable for all business
bloggers to create an editorial calendar to keep the
flow of content consistent and fresh. To do this, think
about the different categories into which your blog
content falls. (Technorati’s State of the Blogosphere
report found that 75% of bloggers cover three or
more topics; the average number of topics blogged
about is five.) Examples include news, trends, humor,
office life, products, and tips/advice. Under each cat-
egory, think of different blog post ideas about which
you want to eventually write. Next, schedule these
particular blog posts on a calendar as you see fit.
Depending on what type of industry you’re in and
what your goals are, you may also want to play off
the calendar’s seasonal shifts and write themed
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content based on things like the holidays (perhaps
do a gift guide of your products) and back-to-school
(features to look for in laptops for college freshman).

Once you’re comfortable developing great blog post
ideas, pepper your written content with important
industry-related SEO keywords. These keywords help
search engines find your blog and drive more traffic to
it. The title of your blog post should also contain key-
words to improve your search rankings even further.

Finally, one of the most important things you can
do as a business blogger is to always proofread and
edit your posts before you publish them. Since your
blog is a representation of your business, you want
to appear professional. Keep your content free of
misspellings, bad grammar, punctuation errors,
slang, profanity, and the type of shorthand you’re
likely to find in a 14-year-old’s text messages (“thx
4 visiting my blog! xoxo").

Best Blog Features
In addition to creating killer content, pro bloggers
also make sure that their blogs are well-designed
and have helpful, engaging features for their
audiences.

Branded design. Since your blog is an extension
of your business, make sure your blog design
reflects your corporate brand. This helps your
audience associate your blog with your business,
so skip the free blog themes and have your
designer come up with something that reflects
your already-established image.

Clean page. Tons of widgets, banners, and
clutter will distract your audience from what’s
really important: the content. So keep your blog
design clean to keep the focus where you want
it to be.
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Visual content.Writing for the web is not like
writing an essay. Keep paragraphs short, use
bullet points often, incorporate eye-catching
images when possible, and utilize both subheads
and bold phrases to call attention to important
elements of the text. This allows readers to skim
through your blog post (which they WILL) while
still taking away value.

Search module. Every blog should feature a
search module that visitors can use to locate
certain posts or topics about which they’d like
more information. If someone searches for a topic
that yields no results, you may want that results
page to render a message along the lines of,
“Sorry, there aren’t any posts on that topic…
yet. Request a blog post on this topic with the
submission form below.”

Related posts. At the end of each post, top-rated
bloggers often feature related posts to help direct

the reader to more relevant content within the
blog. LinkWithin (www.linkwithin.com) is a free
widget that displays three of your other blog
posts at the end of each entry. This can keep
visitors on your site longer and build up their
loyalty to your brand.

Tags. Most blog services allow you to “tag” each
blog entry with certain keywords that will appear
at the end of a post. Tags help organize your blog
content and also help your visitors find more blog
posts under those same tags when they click the
keyword.

Because you will be writing a business blog, make
connections between your blog and your main
company site. The key here is not to go overboard
with self promotion and hard sells. After all, if the
visitor were interested in buying your products, he
would have gone directly to your product page
and not your blog.
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That said, it’s in your company’s interest to occasionally
remind your audience that the corporate side of your
business can help them as well. Successful business
blogs integrate company aspects with their blogs in
several ways, including:

� Announcing new products and product updates

� Announcing clearance sales and discounts

� Sharing about the corporate culture

Sharing aspects of your corporate culture—by post-
ing pictures from a company outing, for example—
helps show the human side of your organization. It’s
important to reveal these moments and show staff
faces because it helps your blog visitors (and poten-
tial customers) feel as if they know you and your
company. This, in turn, fosters increased loyalty to
your brand and builds trust between you and your
consumers.

Build a Community
Blogs are about interaction and relationships, so a
successful blog will function more like a community
than an archive of content.

To build your own blog community, you must be
an active participant yourself. Frequent the industry
blogs that your own audience would visit and com-
ment often on posts you enjoy. Make your comments
thoughtful and valuable, and at the end of each
comment you make, include a link back to your blog
so other readers can see what else you have to say.

You may also want to invite other bloggers to write
a guest post for your blog. This helps you build a
relationship with other influential community mem-
bers and gives you more exposure when the guest
blogger links to your blog from his blog. Along those
same lines, whenever you write about another story
or another blogger’s post, be sure to link to it!
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On your own blog, some additional interactive fea-
tures to include are:

� Social bookmarking and sharing tools. When
someone likes your blog post, make it easy for
them to spread it around the Web. Free serv-
ices like AddThis (www.addthis.com) are cus-
tomizable, comprehensive and even come with
analytics/tracking if you’d prefer to keep track
of the activity.

� Tweeting tool. Like sharing tools, a “tweet
this” button makes it easy for your Twitter-using
audience to link to your blog post from their
Twitter accounts. TweetMeme (http://tweet-
meme.com/about/retweet_button) has a free

button that not only allows people to tweet your
post, but also shows how many other tweets it
has received.

� Polls. Adding polls to some of your blog posts
is a great way to quickly engage the community
and allow them to interact with each other. Poll-
Daddy (www.polldaddy.com) is one such service.

A final note about building a community on your
blog: Always respond to comments you get to let
people know that you are reading each one. Blogs
are about dialogue and communication, so don’t
leave your readers hanging, or they’ll move on to a
more engaged blogger with a greater sense of re-
spect for community.
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Commitment
Blogging, as it’s been said, is a game of endurance.
You will not become famous overnight, you will not
gain hundreds of readers after just one week, and
you will not be beloved by everyone who reads your
posts. Building an audience takes time, so you must
be committed to blogging to have a chance at expe-
riencing success.

According to Technorati’s State of the Blogosphere
report, one in four bloggers spends 10 hours or
more blogging each week, and about half spend

more than five hours weekly on their blog. Whether
you plan to post several times a day or several times
a week, it’s important that you don’t abandon your
blog or make a habit of writing those “sorry I haven’t
posted in a while” posts. Use your keyword alerts,
editorial calendar, and everyday experiences to in-
spire your next post; and stay devoted to delivering
quality content on a regular basis. Doing so—and
following the other tips outlined in this guide—will
help your business blog be a success.
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For more great ways to build your business, check out all of Michelle Kabele's books:

� Great Marketing Is Free!

� All the Web’s A Stage

� 50 Smart, Easy and Effective Ideas to Boost Your Business Today

� Just Say Yes! The Power of Creative Thinking Way Outside the Tired, Old Box

� The Pocket Guide to Marketing Speak: Stop Mouthing the Words and Start Using Them
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